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Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of ford focus wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined traditional photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the elements of
the circuit as simplified shapes, and the power and signal connections between the tools. A
wiring diagram generally gives details concerning the loved one placement and plan of devices
as well as terminals on the gadgets, in order to help in building or servicing the device. A
photographic diagram would reveal much more information of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a much more symbolic symbols to highlight interconnections
over physical look. A wiring diagram is typically utilized to repair troubles and making sure that
all the links have been made which everything exists. Variety of ford focus wiring diagram. Click
on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A first
appearance at a circuit diagram could be complicated, but if you can check out a metro map,
you could review schematics. The function is the same: obtaining from factor A to direct B.
Literally, a circuit is the path that permits power to circulation. Voltage: Gauged in volts V ,
voltage is the stress or pressure of electrical energy. This is usually provided by a battery such
as a 9V battery or keys electrical power, the electrical outlets in your residence run at V. Outlets
in other countries run at a various voltage, which is why you need a converter when taking a
trip. Current: Existing is the flow of electrical power, or even more specifically, the flow of
electrons. It is measured in Amperes Amps , as well as could just flow when a voltage supply is
linked. Resistance: Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance specifies just how quickly electrons
can flow via a material. Products such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they quickly
allow circulation of motion low resistance. Plastic, wood, and air are examples of insulators,
hindering the motion of electrons high resistance. DC Direct Existing. DC is a continuous flow
of present in one instructions. DC could move not just via conductors, but semi-conductors,
insulators, as well as even a vacuum cleaner. Air Conditioner Alternating Current. In AC, the
circulation of current regularly alternates in between two instructions, usually developing a sine
wave. The frequency of AC is determined in Hertz Hz , as well as is generally 60 Hz for power in
household as well as service objectives. Finishing an electrical engineering level and also then
getting a job in the area implies you will see a great deal a lot a lot of these schematics. It s
important to understand precisely just what is going on with these. Beginning to make sense?
These are the basics and could even seem obvious or user-friendly to you, such as the cables
and if they are linked. Whenever you determine your particular field of electric design, you could
see extra intricate diagrams as well as symbols. You ll learn also that various nations make use
of various symbols. As an example, of both symbols for resistors above, the initial one is
utilized in the United States, while the 2nd is utilized in Europe. You will certainly additionally
learn about the various signs utilized for buttons, various other power supplies, inductors,
meters, lamps, LEDs, transistors, antennas, and much more. Be the first to write a review. Item
has a deep scratch in the display. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below
only. Free Live Technical Support! Please see the pictures for more cosmetic details. No Unlock
Code Required. This item has been cleaned, serviced as needed, and thoroughly checked. If you
are unsure of your part number, contact us with your VIN and they should be able to provide
you with the correct part number. They may look the same and have the same plugs but data
streams may be different, not allowing them to code. For example, external amps are used in
some cars and will not allow interchange, etc. Please verify that this is the item you require
before purchase. The item you receive will be as pictured and described. Thank you for your
purchase! Most items are shipped within days of processing but there are sometimes short
delays due to final testing or build procedures. Please contact if your purchase is time
sensitive. All our products have a 90 day warranty with free live tech support! Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling The seller has not specified a shipping
method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. This item will
be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab Change country: -Select- United States There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine Domestic handling time Will
usually ship within 1 business day of receiving cleared payment. Taxes Taxes may be
applicable at checkout. Learn more Return policy After receiving the item, contact seller within
Return shipping 30 days Seller pays for return shipping Payment details Payment methods No
ratings or reviews yet. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture
Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy
returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or

get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab.
Seller information 1factoryradio Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime
Member. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Richmond, Virginia, United States.
Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This
amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid
in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored
items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your
request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is
not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is
recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by
1factoryradio. Search within store. About Me. To make your purchase as simple and easy as
possible, please refer to the store policies listed below. Radios will generally be sent via UPS to
the lower Please contact us if interested in expedited shipping. Shipping and handling. The
seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Shipping to: United States. No additional
import charges at delivery! Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable
at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home
page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Welcome to our
eBay store! Change country: -Select- United States There are 1 items available. Fuses are good.
Clock will work and display when "Menu" is pressed. No other display. Will not turn on. Does
not seem to have any power at ratio connector power pin. Hank answered 4 years ago. I will
repeat that I can see the clock only when the Menu button is pushed. The clock can be set. The
stereo does not display any Menu functions and does not work. I also replaced the radio but the
problem continues with the replaced stereo exactly. I suspect that there is no stereo power even
though fuses are good. Javon answered 3 years ago. Guru9WDZS answered 3 years ago. Aaron
answered 3 years ago. I've got the same exact problem. I tried doing the battery unplug but it
still won't play music. Anybody figure this out yet? It was in my problem a power supply
problem. There are several power connections to the radio that are connected to the ignition
switch through the steering column. There is a connector in the steering column that links the
ignition switch to the radio connector. As it turned out for me, that connector worked itself
loose eventually opening the start connection to the ignition relay. Reconnected that connector
and everything worked fine. I now have that one for sale. Cliff answered 3 years ago. Can you
provide a drawing showing the wire that supplies the power to the radio. I wish to troubleshoot
by directly powering the radio by using a temporary fused DC12volt source. Wife getting angry!
No radio GuruZJ9W3 answered 3 years ago. Good morning everyone, I'm having exactly the
same problem on a Fiesta!!! I'd like to troubleshoot this but can't find any way to get the good
wire going to the ignition switch. John answered 3 years ago. I replaced the radio unit with a
used one that I purchased online. My problem was not in my wiring. The popping is one of the
amplifiers on the ciruit baord going bad. So it may happen to me again. Hi, Thanks for the info.
What I'm gonna try is to connect the permanent 12 v wire to the one coming from the ignition
like a bridge in the radio connection. That should tell me if the radio is dead or not. What do you
think? Guru5W7K9 answered 3 years ago. I am experiencing the same problem for the 3rd time.
Previously it corrected itself after a few days. Irritating and frustrating. Hello I had the same
symptoms at the beginning. Sometimes the radio was functional and sometimes not. Then after
a couple weeks, it died! My concern is that I'm not so sure the problem comes from the radio
itself. It could be made by a loose wire or from the ignition. I tried to get some info from the
dealer. Those guys know nothing about it and won't help even if a lot of owners seem to have
that kind of problem. We are on our own!! Guru5TJT3 answered 3 years ago. This morning my
radio just stopped working. It has the temputure showing and it just says Ford Focus. Also the

weather out side dropped to 32 last night in Florida. Not sure how to fix it. Hello again, Here is
what I did during the weekend. I removes the radio and checked all wires. Both permanent and
ignition 12V do come to the radio. The ground is ok too. I also have a permanent 3. Do, it seems
that the radio itself is just dead. I'll try to open it next we. Guru5BT4B answered 3 years ago. Our
Ford Focus radio stopped working about three months ago. Suddenly, this morning the radio is
on again. Good thing we did not sink any money into it trying to get it fixed. Could cold weather
be causing a fuse or connection problem? Guru5C1CL answered 3 years ago. Then, I gave a call
to Ford and opened a file to try to get the problem solved for free. They should call me back
sometimes but told me that even if the car has a 5 year warranty, the radio is not part of it. The
car cut out and needed new plugs and leads and hasnt worked since Fuses seem fine - any
ideas please before Ford charge me the earth just to look at it. Ariana answered 2 years ago. My
Ford Focus is my first purchased vehicle; I purchased it just about a year ago. Four through six
weeks of owning the stupid problematic vehicle from purchasing through a dealer shit and the
radio dies First stars out as the cracking, popping sound noises with screeching like a record
player being toyed with, to no working at all. However, the date to year still works, and the
clock. I can change the time if wanted and date however nothing else works on the panel. Not
paying that much on a fix for that little. Any other suggestion? Also the Bluetooth will still sink
to my cellphone, however won't play. In addition, if anyone had advise please let us know what
you have tried! GuruZJ9W3 answered 2 years ago. Here we are, job done by Ford. So I have a
brand new radio for Euros and a one year warranty coming with it. Not too bad at the end on a
car that is almost 6 years old. GuruYSRW8 answered 2 years ago. My focus is having the same
issue, clock, date, and temp only work. Speakers hum, crackle, and POP. With or without the
key in it. I am going to drop it in the lake and see if that solves the problem, stay tuned
GuruY6M7L answered 2 years ago. Occasionally it bangs loud too. The cracking makes the
sound even when thecar is off?? Does anyone know what the fix is? I dread taking it to Ford
robe looked at. Mmusi answered 2 years ago. It seems we are almost experiencing the same
problem. My wife is driving a Fiesta Titanium, this morning the radio just stopped working. I
checked the fuse, everything is fine. The clock, bluetooth, everything is dead, please help Was
just told by my mechanic and not ford that my head unit is failing internally. This is clearly an
issue with the radio. I made a huge complaint directly to Ford and not the dealership. This
needs to be addressed by ford as a recall. Everyone needs to make a report directly to ford.
GuruWBW6Y answered 2 years ago. Local dealership replaced the first two times and refuses to
the third time. I filed a BBB complaint against the dealer as they admitted installing faulty parts.
I have since contacted Ford Customer Relations to see if Ford will assist in an after warranty
assistance as it is a reoccurring problem. With as many responses on this forum I would hope
that corporate will issue a recall. I refuse to sink more money in this car. I wish I had never
purchased it. Diesel answered 2 years ago. I have a Ford Focus. The last few months I get the
crackle and shuts off. Sometimes even after I shut it off. My car is possessed!! True story.
KiwiPauli answered 2 years ago. Friends daughter has a Ford Focus and the stereo is
constantly flickering off and on. Presets seem to remain and clock doesn't reset so it would
seem the power direct to battery is okay but something is loose. I've seen in here that people
reference an ignition wire but not sure where that is or how to find it? Are there any wiring
diagrams or YouTube video for this? GuruWK2JQ answered 2 years ago. Same issue with our
daughters Ford Focus. Replaced with brand new radio and within a few months stopped
working again. Even though the issue is the same issue had prior to replacing with a brand new
radio. In short, the "new radio" was never the problem, to begin with. These cars are garbage
with one issue after another. The transmission recalls are just the beginning. Looking at trading
it in very soon. Not worth the car payment or any additional money poured into it. Ryan
answered 2 years ago. Originally the radio would randomly stop producing sound. Sometimes it
would come back on in an hour or the next day. When the sounds stopped the radio also got
weird As noted, it would then start randomly working again. Currently radio works occasionally
but it's worse. Now the radio will present the above symptoms but sometimes starts to pop,
crackle, and blast the sound of static from all the speakers. Sometimes if I push the power
button the sounds will stop, other times it will not and also doesn't respond to volume. It's
always loud, sometimes making my car undrinkable because of the loud awful sound. I'v
noticed sometimes it's happens when the radio is powered off and even when my car is parked
and no keys in ignition. I pulled the radio, opened it and saw no signs of damage on the boards
and components which doesn't really confirm anything other than it's not an obvious issue. I
also tried reconnecting the power cables and antenna a few times, issue persists. I'm not well
versed in electricity but it seems to be a short or something as it frequently occurs when door is
opened or shut or if I hit a bump in the road. Ironically, it began after I had my door hinges and
clutch swapped per a couple recalls. Any thoughts on how to resolve? DGallawaySr answered 2

years ago. I know this is an old thread but hopefully my info can still help someone. After some
extensive research online, the problem with the Focus radio not turning on frozen blue squares
is the CD player. When you turn the radio on, it tries to initialize the CD player, when it cant, it
freezes up. My car was doing the same thing, it would show the time, temp and frozen blue
squares. So i removed the radio, just the silver box, not the monitor, I used a small torx
screwdriver to remove the bottom panel of the silver box. Once the bottom panel was removed
O pulled the gray ribbon cable loose from the connection inside where it attached to the CD
player. Once disconected, I re assembled the silver box, and put it back in the dash. Turn the
key on and it worked, and has worked ever since. I hope this tutorial helps someone out.
GuruWG1LC answered 2 years ago. My Focus radio had not worked for probably three years. I
found an old thread on another forum which advised removing the fuse and driving for a while
before reinserting it. Nothing happened for about three weeks and then suddenly it began
working again a couple days ago. The CD player is still not functioning and I'm honestly not
expecting the radio to continue working for very long, but who knows? The fuses are located
under the dash in front of passenger seat. Fuse number five I think, in the middle near the top.
Ford won't issue a recall because it's not a safety issue, so maybe you can try this. Just
remember to be very patient. Owning this car and dealing with the myriad problems associated
with it have made me a patient person. Hey happens to me yesterday I removed radio cleaned
up connections re installed and works again I figured out what the problem was with my friends
daughters stereo Removed these items and stereo now works fine. Dominic answered 2 years
ago. I have a sedan S trim, and I've noticed for the past year that occasionally my music would
cut out and I'd have to restart the car in order for the head unit to come back to life. I recently
installed an aftermarket Motor mount which increased vibrations slightly, but the symptoms
never increased in frequency nor did they disappear. This week, I had to pull the fuse, because
my head unit doesn't respond to sync, radio, Bluetooth or any other functions and will randomly
start popping and crackling. With aftermarket speakers and subwoofer installed, even with the
head unit off, it is extremely intense and dangerous to drive with. But it seems this is a common
issue from 's to 's from high or low miles. Though my case may have been accelerated due to
modification of the vehicle, I believe this to be manufactures defect which seriously impacts
drivers security both owners and other road users. Hey all, so before going to the dealership to
get shafted in diagnosis time, I figured I'd do a little digging using Electronic service
information the same used by thousands of dealerships across America that I still had access
to from my automotive Tech, days. The action recommended by ford was to use fords IDS
programing tool to reprogram and calibrate the DSP module digital signal processor Module. My
focus is a and of base model trim, so it only came with front tweeters and door speakers as well
as 2 in the real doors for a total of 6. I came across this issue as well on my vehicle but over
time it disappeared. I will keep updating here until I find a solution that works! Goodluck
everyone. Glonczi answered 2 years ago. Radio stopped working. Will not ford mondeo please
help me. Our Escape radio quit working 2 months ago. Took it back to dealer where we bought
it. They tell me bucks to install new radio. I asked them what's the issue? The wouldn't tell me. I
asked them if Ford has had an issue with Ford Escape radios? They wouldn't tell me. Not sure
of my next move. JoshHarder answered 2 years ago. I had this problem with my Ford Focus ,
the problem came after a I crash another car. It seems like the radio its very fragile because a
friend of mine had the same problem after one of his kids kick the dashboard not the radio. I
solved the problem changing the radio for a new one. I don't know why Ford does not change
the radios for free because it's their mess. Amy answered 2 years ago. Pulling the 79 fuse to
reset radio seems to fix the issues! YouTube to the rescue!!!! MIKE answered 2 years ago. Any
ideas I have ford focus and i installed a new stereo system it was working fine At first i thought
it was a fuse or relay so i check fuse box under the steering wheel Nothing Blown Then check
the fuse box under the hood Is there a third fuse box under dash???? Any ideas. Bob answered
2 years ago. Hi All Just installed erisin head unit in my Old galaxy mk2, after lots off testing and
removing bits off plastic I get it installed. I have run a 12 volt feed from the fuses my self as I
though 18 year old wiring may have a few issues. I aslo ran my own ground wire as well. THing
all works apart from driving ff I turn left the power get interrupted and I can hear it. The only
wires left off the old system are the speaker wires, i'm wondering if they are catching and
grounding out. Any had this issue? Cheers Bob. GuruVCH1V answered 2 years ago. My deck is
only saying FORD when iturn it on please tell me how to fix it please. HannahNJonathon
answered 2 years ago. Mlardy answered 2 years ago. We're having the same problem on our
Focus. Started with the occasional speaker hum, then small pops, then the radio would turn off
after a pop, then it was only if the bluetooth was used, now it doesn't even turn on. At least the
speakers stopped popping. Maybe related, maybe not, but the wind shield wipers also turned
themselves on the other day and then wouldn't turn off. Restarted the car, opened the doors to

make sure everything stopped, etc. Perfect timing with the rainy season starting up! Saralart
answered 2 years ago. We replaced the radio and after a while it's started back. Did you ever
have the recall for your wipers fixed? I'm thinking there's an issue with water getting in from the
wipers and the recall that's causing wiring issues. DB answered 2 years ago. I agree with Mlardy
above. Its definitely loud enough to cause a wreck. Sadly, this is only a minor problem with the
FORD focus. I can't believe the amount of recalls! Seriously unbelievable! GuruBSJ1D answered
2 years ago. I have a focus titanium and during christmas i got in my car and it wouldnt start.
Just replace the stereo seems to be the most common answer, but in a car, is it worth it?
GuruCWM76 answered 2 years ago. Ford and Microsoft - what a combination. My Escape turns
the radio on at full volume whenever it gets below c at night Canada. Dealer refused to fix when
it was new because he couldn't reproduce the problem. Yesterday the radio would not switch on
and the clock only displayed the time for about 10 seconds after pushing the on button and yes
it is cold here the last few weeks. Couple this with peeling paint thanks Kansas City ford plant
and just ask me if I'll ever buy another ford. I'd fry in hell first. GuruCC answered 2 years ago. Hi
I have a similar problem stereo is dead and central dash panel stays eliminated all the time
which flattens the battery it dwindling come back on for about a week but has gone off again
focus any suggestions. Robert answered 2 years ago. This problem occurred on my Focus
Zetec-S hp Petrol just last week. I too have checked the fuses all of them in all three fuse-boxes
and have used a multi- meter on the radio's wiring harness. Basically I see no 12v from the main
spade connector but I do see I don't think this problem is down to a faulty or broken head unit,
instead I think this is relating to the car's data network called the CANBUS. Because I'm getting
zero volts on the radio harnesses main 12v power spade I don't think that the problem is the
stereo. At least not yet as it isn't getting voltage. I haven't found a solution as yet.. KWalbright
answered 2 years ago. I was driving today and my stereo just quit. It seems to be the same
problem a lot of others are describing. I have been thinking of replacing my radio with an
after-market one with GPS for awhile anyway. Has anyone had success with this? Any radio
recommendations? GuruC1D5Q answered 2 years ago. To update my post slightly above, as
previously stated, just to recap. My 12v live spade connector coming from the main wiring loom
in the vehicle to the stereo is showing 0v and should be reading 12v. Once that was done, upon
ignition the circular volume nob is illuminated and then allows you to turn on the radio. So this
is a work around rather than a solution and you have to turn the radio off before turning the
ignition off the center screen stays on else, I'm not too sure for how long exactly and maybe it
won't be a massive voltage leak but I don't want to take that chance Admittedly the radio won't
remember any settings, so you have to adjust these every time but hey, at least I've got sound
again! I really need to try a similiar type of radio to see if it's the fault of the radio itself, as these
radios contain the ACM - Auto control module and are know to be very weak. If it's not the fault
of the radio then the problem is further up that 12v live wire and what every else it is connected
to before the radio head unit. Hope you get it working again like I did. GuruLW54C answered
about a year ago. This happened to me today, but yesterday my battery died, but after being
jump started, all appeared ok Everything was working fine, apart from the stereo, no radio, CD
or bluetooth. GuruLWP6P answered about a year ago. Kenan answered about a year ago. Then I
had to jump start battery and radio completely dead except for time going on and off and
bluetooth light on and off. When I was talking on my phone, blue tooth would interrupt and try
to send voice to speakers, but not successful so my phone call would be cut off. I removed the
radio and will try reinstalling it since some have had success with that approach. It sounds like
some kind of short. Re installed, Nothing, disconnected Battery and reconnected, Nothing. I am
opting for a new radio, not from Ford. GuruWG1LC answered about a year ago. Let me know
how much the replacement was. GuruBSJ1D answered about a year ago. Thought i'd let you
know what happened to my Focus Titanium and hopefully it will help someone else. I went and
got a new battery and my car was fine, hoorahh! I followed the sound to one speaker in the rear
of my car. I hadn't turned the speaker up load before all these problems or anything like that for
it to blow so i suspected the radio had gone faulty. Bit of a bummer that i brought a new battery
but i was probably long overdue one anyway, so wasn't too fussed. Morale of the story if you
hear something similar and have a dead battery try and unpluf your radio and get your car
charged up to see how it does. Ninipoul03 answered about a year ago. Have the same problem
with my focus !!! Called a lot of time at ford , they told me that they never heard of it!! Please call
ford for the problem not your dealer but ford! GuruL7V4X answered about a year ago. I took my
car to ford. They diagnosed it as the Audio Control Module going out. I'm just going to buy a
cheap speaker and sync it to my phone. My car is a Ford Focus. The radio make loud popping
and crackling noises and works intermittently. It will crackle and pop even when the radio is off.
My girlfriend had the same problem with her Focus. I pulled the radio out and checked the
connections, looked at the fuses, tried some other things listed in this thread and nothing

worked. She didn't want to pay Ford to look at it and then charge her a massive amount for a
new stereo. Aftermarket stereos are a pain in the butt to install and never look as good as stock,
plus they weren't much cheaper than a new stereo from Ford. So that was out. Then I had a
thought What about a Pick-a-Part lot? I hadn't been to one in like 20 years, but maybe one
nearby had a Focus I could rip the stereo out of and install in her car. I found a place and they
had searchable inventory online. They had a few Focuses of the years that were compatible with
her radio, so I went over to take a look. Most of them were already gutted, but there was one that
must have been brought in the day before. Front was totally smashed, but the interior was
pristine. This one had a hookup for satellite radio her's doesn't , so I hoped it would be
compatible. Even if it didn't work, it was worth a shot. Everything worked just like it did before
the old one went out. I don't know how long it will last, but I'll just go to another PAP and pull
out another stereo if it does! Saralart answered about a year ago. We too did that and in a month
the new radio started doing the exact same thing. I was told mine was a computer issue from
where the water leaked in through the recall if the wipers, it has also damaged other things. I
was told it was only a matter of time until essential things stopped working. Update: My F Radio
has gone in and out now for a few months. I have removed the cd ribbon cable worked for a
week or two and have discovered that by unplugging the control harness from the Center dash
cover, and smacking the radio with a hammer, pliers or stabbing the radio with a screwdriver, it
will work again for a few hours to a few days. I am assuming that there is a wiring short or a
static buildup popping noise causing the problem. I keep my dash cover unscrewed, so that I
can make the "repair" at a red light. Thanks FORD for making complete junk radios! Ford should
have figured this out and made the public aware of a fix, but that would take some caring. At
Ford, Caring is not Job one. GuruHX answered about a year ago. Look at the wires in the trunk
going to the lid,mine were shorting on themselves and frayed from opening and closing the
trunk. Speaker wire,trunk relase,light wires etc al broke in half. Torey answered about a year
ago. Hi everyone, this is an older thread but I'm hoping the below information will help
someone. If your stereo is making incessant and loud popping and crackling noises even if you
are connected to Bluetooth, that likely means your ACM radio head unit is bad. Another
indication may be that you will be listening to music, then a loud pop will happen and the music
will shut off. Based on my experience and fix, you definitely need a new ACM. Luckily, this is a
very easy fix and there are plenty of videos on YouTube to show you how. You can order a new
ACM on eBay or other used part stores, maybe even a salvage yard, but you need to make sure
the parts are interchangeable and will work. If you try to upgrade your radio i. But if you are
replacing with the same model, you can just plug it in and your radio should be working again.
You will need a 7mm socket wrench to take off the bolts holding the dash together. I hope the
above steps help people with this issue! I was having the same issue and replaced my ACM.
Now, my radio is frozen after replacing the fuses and ACM. I've taken the fuse out in the hopes
to reset it. If not, I'm going to try to remove the CD loop as someone mentioned above. Paul
answered about a year ago. Hi everyone, I had the issue of the radio just not working started the
car one day and it was stuck on a radio station and stuck at that volume Tried unplugging the
battery and leaving it - this did not work. I pulled the whole radio facia and actual head unit from
the dash - this takes 10 mins. I found a wrecker that had my radio unit quote the part number
found on the side on the radio when pulled from the dash I determined that the problem was
actually the radio controller the panel that has the power, volume, station buttons etc Hope this
helps someone. Anyone can help? The radio doesn't turn on, only the button for the hazard
lights work. Can't change the menu or anything. The screen is black with the time on it only.
After a while it will say searching for phone to connect and you can't press the bar to cancel it. I
changed the radio receiver, but that did not work. Would it be the bezel that's broken? Update, I
checked all the fuses and the Air Conditioning fuse was blown. Replaced it and the radio turned
on. Don't know why. GuruQ4DL9 answered about a year ago. Ugh, my ford escape just had this
happen LOUD static and popping in the speakers and now nothing. The display works just no
sound and it wont connect to my phone. I was driving down a major road when this happened
and almost went off the road it scared me so much. Has anyone had a successful fix to this?? I
read the above but none seem that they fixed the issue. GuruQ3LGH answered about a year
ago. Had same issues with fiesta. Radio dead. It seems that the unit was overheating. I redid
thermal paste connection between main chip and radio body. Radio seemed to reset back to
factory after that and started working. Its only been 2 days now will see. Almost forgot to
mention I disconnected the cd drive as the cable was seriously kinked in 2 places. Dont know if
that was a real issue or not. Could it still be a power problem even though when you press the
eject button a CD does object okay? I have just found on my Ford Focus 1. Turn the lights off
and the radio stays on permanently. Tried this a few times and the whole cycle repeats itself. Off
on off on. Rather annoying, anyone had a similar issue? Amelie answered about a year ago. Hi

everyone! We have a Ford Focus SE. We bought it in october in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. It
drives me nut but also it scares us a lot and I think we are not talking about a radio or comfort
problem here anymore but more about a serious safety related issue because when the sound
craks while driving, I almost had an accident. Can anybody help us or tell us what to do? Is
there going to be any recall on this by Ford? How do you fill up a complain about this? I
shooted some video also when that happened Thank you for your help! Brian answered about a
year ago. Good day all. I have a Focus that the radio was in the throws of death and finally quit. I
had the dealer flash the radio control module and that didn't work. I replaced the unit with a
Crutchfield aftermarket and haven't had any problems since. I used they're supplied wiring
harness and I did not hook up the Sync just in case. I only lost the backup ssensors. Hope this
helps. On my Focus it was the another fuse that was not the radio fuse that I had to replace.
After replacing it the radio worked. Diane answered 11 months ago. I had this exact same
problem in my sel. I found out the head unit itself went bad. The internal amp was the best
answer i could find for the issue. I went to a pull and pay got a head unit from a similar year for
12 bucks. Swapped them and it works like new. If you do this make sure you have a torx set of
screwdriver bits as that's what type of screws it uses. Y es this is a very common problem.
Either get an aftermarket head unit, or get one from a junkyard. Don't pay too much for stock, as
it could go out as well. Nmaharajh answered 11 months ago. I'm also having the same
problem,the radio don't work,when the car is switch off it start popping,after 12 hours when I try
to start the car the battery is dead,i tried to remove the battery and fuse but didn't help
Guru6KNT4 answered 10 months ago. Was cleaning my car out and the radio went dead. The
problem was a wire under the key start.. GuruFS answered 9 months ago. Chancy answered 9
months ago. This resolved the issue in my ford focus ev when nothing else worked. My issue
was that audio did not work, radio would not power on but phone connection, navigation, and
climate control functioned normally, except no Bluetooth audio of any kind when phone was
connected Master reset of SYNC system also did not fix issue. Only resolution was removing
and re- inserting the fuse for SYNC located behind the glove box on my focus. Guru7ZZ62
answered 8 months ago. Brother borrowed my car to go see his kids in Georgia and called to
ask if I had been having problems with my radio. He said it was working good then just quit. I
haven't had any issues before that. No crackling or weird noises. So I need help! Guru7RZXJ
answered 8 months ago. My radio stopped working in my fiesta, found out it was the Sony facia
had blown showed some lights but nothing else. I changed the radio for a second hand one.
Works perfect again now. Guru3FBC8 answered 7 months ago. I had the same exact issue with
my Ford Focus. What I did was removed the stock radio completely and then proceeded to take
the top panel off. I heated up and wiped off all of the thermal paste and re applied homemade
thermal paste. Mix Vaseline and lead shavings from a pencil. I then reinstalled it and it works
perfectly fine. Guru94NJD1 answered 5 months ago. OllyA answered 4 months ago. I know this
is an old post but I had the same problem as everyone else. Hope this was helpful. We just had
this problem with the Sony stereo in a fiesta. We then changed the fascia with the control
buttons etc to the the that came with the replacement and it all started working again. The
steering wheel controls etc are even working. Mrlovenipples answered 3 months ago.
Guru9ZPJG8 answered 2 months ago. I have a Galaxy and have an intermittent issue with clock
display on the radio. Sometimes the display stays on which will run the battery down. Other
times the radio will go into 1hr mode, but then in that the radio display will go off when car is
locked. I have an ford focus red edition sync 2, the radio does not work, bluetooth audio works,
navigation works, i have changed fuse79 and checked my battery. Hi I got my ford focus zetec
plate may last year and a month ago the CD player just stopped working I put a CD in and it
says reading CD for about a minute then ejects the CD again. Is there Car can be off radio power
can be off no key in car speakers make loud crackling static noise by it self. I have a different
car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Radio stereo stopped working. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:.
Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Focus question. Sell Your
Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Focus Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. Most notably owners keep complaining about how there's bad hesitation and jerking when
starting from a stop. This isn't the result of an old, worn out part. In fact, the average mileage it's
reported to us is just over 15k miles. So tested battery, it's new and holds load test. Tested the
alternator and it tests good. Dash has a gear sound when it does this. Also resets clock back 5
hours, radio will run maintenance test, then shut off radio. It has a sound like like grinding gears
in a standard transmission. Sound comes out of center of gauge clusters and a secondary

going when the first grind engages. Had Ford replace the battery but test good new battery
same thing. Replaced all fan belts same thing. Bought a Ford Focus and when I listen to the
radio while parked it says auto off battery low. Took it to Kendall Ford and was told I don't drive
the car enough that I had to invest in a trickle charger and use an outlet
ez go txt 36 volt wiring diagram
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to keep the battery charged. I also called Ford dealer in Michigan and was told why don't you
buy a portable radio with batteries and listen to that when smoking in your car. Went back to
Kendall for the second time and they were going to buy a trickle charger and pay for it but
decided to install a new bigger battery and we were told no more problems. Ok after a couple
weeks it started again auto off low battery. Now 5 time Ford decided to run a test thru the car. If
you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 2 reports Get free
help with your lemon! Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet
this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Focus
problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area.
Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

